DREW BOYD GETS
AUDIENCES ENGAGED
WITHIN MINUTES.
“ Guests leave with a realistic way
to innovate and be creative.”
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Drew Boyd
Who is he?

30-Year Veteran:

As director of Marketing Mastery at Johnson &
Johnson, he created and led an internal
marketing university that taught executives the
skills of innovation, strategy and persuasion.

Professor:

He is associate professor of Marketing and
Innovation at the University of Cincinnati.

Industry

Drew travels all over the world to train, consult
and speak widely in the ﬁelds of innovation,
persuasion and social media.
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Drew’s goal is to share with audiences how
innovation is not brainstorming but rather a
structured process to focus creative output.
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Your meeting attendees are clamoring for
engaging, memorable experiences and
that’s exactly what Drew Boyd delivers.
He’ll turn your online platform into an
innovation lab- in mere minutes, and without
a single contract rider- teaching your
attendees how to be more creative.
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Creativity Lessons From a Pandemic
Length: 1 hour keynote

Audience Size: 10 to 500

Best For:
Senior leadership audiences in the private or public sectors.
Brief:
Shocks to the system yield new insights we would not have seen
otherwise, for better or worse.
A sudden and dramatic change breaks our normal routines and
overcomes ﬁxedness, a cognitive bias we all have that makes it
diﬃcult to imagine conﬁgurations other than what we’re used to.
Pandemics, for example, lead to new creative ideas emerge that will
likely change how we do things. The COVID-19 coronavirus
pandemic is well on its way to teaching us a lot.
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Inside the Box: The Systematic Inventive
Thinking Method
Length: 1 hour keynote to full day workshop Audience Size: 10 to 5000
Best For:
Corporate audiences in any industry or function
Brief:
Systematic Inventive Thinking allows you to harness patterns mankind
has used for thousands of years.
In this hands-on experience, Drew leads participants to their
“innovation epiphany” so they know what it feels like to innovate in a
systematic way. Includes case studies from over 14 years of experience
with the method.
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Innovation for Leaders: New Behaviors
to Simulate Growth Brief
Length: 1 hour keynote Audience Size: 10 to 200
Best For:
Senior leadership audiences in the private or public sectors
Brief:
Leaders need a new set of behaviors to create the right
environment for innovation.
In this program, leaders learn the skills of innovation and how
those skills translate to behaviors that foster growth. Includes
case studies from global companies.
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Resistance to Innovation: How to
Overcome the Inevitable Brief
Length: 1 hour keynote to half day workshop Audience Size: 10 to 500

Best For:

Technology or commercial-oriented groups focused on innovation

Brief:

Resistance and innovation are inseparable. They deﬁne one another. In this
program, participants will learn and apply a structured framework to identify
the speciﬁc sources of resistance to innovation.
They will then learn how to apply six universal principles of persuasion to
overcome resistance and gain alignment.
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The Innovation Landscape: What Really
Works Out There?
Length: 1 hour keynote Audience Size: 10 to 500

Best For:
Technology or commercial-oriented groups focused on innovation
Brief:
Brainstorming? Open Innovation? SIT? The landscape is full of
methodologies promising to take your organization to new heights.
But what does the data say? This provocative keynote reveals the truth
behind the innovation industry and shares how to evaluate the plethora
of creativity methods.
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Presentation Needs

Drew can provide access to Zoom
or the client can provide access
to their platform of choice.

Fees

Contact drew@drewboyd.com
for information on pricing.
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Innovation in Social Media: Getting to
the Next Level
Length: 1 hour keynote to full day workshop Audience Size: 10 to 5000
Best For:
Corporate audiences in any industry or function
Brief:
Systematic Inventive Thinking allows you to harness patterns mankind has
used for thousands of years. In this hands-on experience, Drew leads
participants to their “innovation epiphany” so they know what it feels like
to innovate in a systematic way.
Includes case studies from over 14 years of experience with the method.
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The Next Gen: How to Teach Our Children
to Be Creative
Length: 1 hour keynote to half day workshop

Audience Size: 20 to 200

Best For:
Parents, educators, policy makers
Brief:
Many believe that children have an innate creative advantage over
adults. Not so. Children need to be taught the cognitive skills of
creativity like anyone else.
Parents often “outsource” this to schools that are ill prepared to
teach. In this keynote, Drew shares a framework that any parent or
teacher can use to prepare children to be more creative.
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